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Electric fields in Materials



Dispersion and Absorption
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Dispersion and AbsorptionEquation (8.12a) for the refractive index anticipated that
all damped oscillators had the same resonant frequency x0

and the same damping constant c. In order to apply this
classical model to real atoms we have to take into account
the following facts:

• The atoms in an absorbing medium have many energy
states Ek and can absorb on all frequencies that cor-
respond to transitions between these states, because
every transition between two different energy states
causes absorption or emission at the frequency xk

DE ¼ Ek " E0 ¼ !hxk;

where !h ¼ h=2p is the reduced Planck constant (see Vol. 3,
Sect. 8.3.1).

• Because an atom with one valence electron can absorb
at different frequencies, the probability Pik that it
absorbs at a definite frequency xik is smaller than the
total probability P = RPk.

For a single absorbing transition the atom has only the
fraction (fk < 1) of the absorbency of a classical oscillator.
The number fk < 1 is called oscillator-strength. It gives the
fraction of the absorption probability of a classical oscillator
that corresponds to the absorbency of the selected atomic
transition. Summing over all possible transitions of the atom
the total absorption probability must be that of the classical
oscillator. This is equivalent to the condition
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Sum rule of Thomas, Reiche and Kuhn [1]. The same
considerations for the absorption apply for the emission of
radiation.

The different excited atoms can absorb energy from the
incident wave independently from each other. The total
absorption is then the sum of all contributions from the
different atoms. The refractive index becomes
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where Nk is the number of atoms per m3 with the absorption
frequency xk. Absorption coefficient a(x) and refractive
index nr(x) have therefore for media with many absorption
frequencies a more complex dependence on the frequency x
(Fig. 8.6) as is shown for the single absorption line in
Fig. 8.5. In Fig. 8.7 the refractive index nr(x) and the
absorption coefficient aðxÞ are illustrated in the vicinity of
the two yellow sodium D-lines.

Since in media with dispersion the speed of light vphðxÞ
depends on the frequency x, phase- and group-velocities
differ (see Vol. 1 Sect. 11.9.7). Because vph ¼ x=k we
obtain for the group velocity
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Fig. 8.5 Absorption coefficient a(x) = 2k0 & j(x) around an absorp-
tion line at x = x0
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Fig. 8.6 Schematic representation of j(x) and nr(x) over a frequency
range which includes several absorption frequencies xi
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Fig. 8.7 Illustration of dispersion and absorption in the vicinity of the
two yellow absorption lines of sodium atoms at k1 = 589.0 nm and
k2 = 589.6 nm (without taking account of the hyperfine structure)
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(c) Demtröder: Electrodynamics and Optics Tamanai et al., Display 34 (2013) 399-405



Dispersion and Absorption - Absorption

Intensity: 

 

- Absorption coefficient  
- Lambert-Beer law

I = ϵ0c |E0 e−inrk0z e−κk0z |2

= I0e−2κk0z

= I0e−αz

α (ω) = 2κ (ω) k0

Equation (8.12a) for the refractive index anticipated that
all damped oscillators had the same resonant frequency x0

and the same damping constant c. In order to apply this
classical model to real atoms we have to take into account
the following facts:

• The atoms in an absorbing medium have many energy
states Ek and can absorb on all frequencies that cor-
respond to transitions between these states, because
every transition between two different energy states
causes absorption or emission at the frequency xk

DE ¼ Ek " E0 ¼ !hxk;

where !h ¼ h=2p is the reduced Planck constant (see Vol. 3,
Sect. 8.3.1).

• Because an atom with one valence electron can absorb
at different frequencies, the probability Pik that it
absorbs at a definite frequency xik is smaller than the
total probability P = RPk.

For a single absorbing transition the atom has only the
fraction (fk < 1) of the absorbency of a classical oscillator.
The number fk < 1 is called oscillator-strength. It gives the
fraction of the absorption probability of a classical oscillator
that corresponds to the absorbency of the selected atomic
transition. Summing over all possible transitions of the atom
the total absorption probability must be that of the classical
oscillator. This is equivalent to the condition
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Sum rule of Thomas, Reiche and Kuhn [1]. The same
considerations for the absorption apply for the emission of
radiation.

The different excited atoms can absorb energy from the
incident wave independently from each other. The total
absorption is then the sum of all contributions from the
different atoms. The refractive index becomes
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where Nk is the number of atoms per m3 with the absorption
frequency xk. Absorption coefficient a(x) and refractive
index nr(x) have therefore for media with many absorption
frequencies a more complex dependence on the frequency x
(Fig. 8.6) as is shown for the single absorption line in
Fig. 8.5. In Fig. 8.7 the refractive index nr(x) and the
absorption coefficient aðxÞ are illustrated in the vicinity of
the two yellow sodium D-lines.

Since in media with dispersion the speed of light vphðxÞ
depends on the frequency x, phase- and group-velocities
differ (see Vol. 1 Sect. 11.9.7). Because vph ¼ x=k we
obtain for the group velocity
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Fig. 8.5 Absorption coefficient a(x) = 2k0 & j(x) around an absorp-
tion line at x = x0
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Fig. 8.6 Schematic representation of j(x) and nr(x) over a frequency
range which includes several absorption frequencies xi
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Fig. 8.7 Illustration of dispersion and absorption in the vicinity of the
two yellow absorption lines of sodium atoms at k1 = 589.0 nm and
k2 = 589.6 nm (without taking account of the hyperfine structure)
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Dispersion and Absorption - Single Molecule Absorption Line
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Excitation spectrum single pentacene molecule 
in p-terphenyl ( )T = 1.8K



Dispersion and Absorption - Absorption Spectra

Proof of carbon dioxide in exoplanet WASP-39 b’s atmosphere  
(James Webb space telescope, 

Press release: https://www.mpg.de/19114683/ 
0822-astr-jwst-co2-exoplanet-150980-x)

https://www.mpg.de/19114683/


Dispersion and Absorption - Group Velocity and Dispersion

 

 normal dispersion 

 anomalous dispersion
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Institute of Sound and Vibration Research, 
University of Southampton, 
https://resource.isvr.soton.ac.uk/spcg/tutorial/tutorial/ 
Tutorial_files/Web-further-dispersive.htm

https://resource.isvr.soton.ac.uk/spcg/tutorial/tutorial/


Fresnel Equations - Geometry



Fresnel Equations - Polarization

PolarizationPolarization Decomposition of p-pol. light



Fresnel Equations - Boundary Conditions

D1,⊥ = D2,⊥

B1,⊥ = B2,⊥

E1,∥ = D2,∥

H1,∥ = H2,∥



Fresnel Equations - Geometry and Polarization

Polarization
Das war die letzte Folie. Fresnel-Gln. ( , , , ) sind hergeleitet und eingeführt. 
Die Diskussion der einzelnen Übergänge (Luft-Glas etc.) ist nicht angefangen. 
Eine Hausaufgabe ist auch schon geplant.
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Fresnel Equations

Air to Glass



Fresnel Equations

Air to Glass



Fresnel Equations

Glass to Air



Experiment Fresnel Equations


